
SPECIFICATIONS

Printer

Applies on

Blade

YES
best inside-out

Level
Away from 

sunlight 
and dust 

Pressure Speed

No suggest

Time Temperature

180℃~190℃ Heavy Hot

Pressure Peel

SUGGESTED CUTTING SETTINGS TRANSFER SETTINGS

Inkjet Sublimation

Ink

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS

This document can be subject to variations. Updated versions are available on 
www.visionsub.com. For further information, please contact our sales office: info@visionsub.com

 

CARE AND WASHING RECOMMENDATIONS

Washing

Machine wash
and handwash

Ironing   Tumble dry   Dry cleaning Position Storage 
Shelf Life

Storage 
Temperature 

Storage 
Conditions  

Respect the textile recommendations
Do not bleach or use aggressive chemical agents

0.2mm

Thickness Certifications

15s~30s

NOTE: We highly recommend to perform a test before launching a production

Between 18°C 
   and 26°CUp to 1 yearNoNo

Light-colored T-shirts, 
aprons, gift bags, mouse 
pads and other light-colored 
80% cotton fiber material.

Printing setting : Mirrored

TRANSFER PROCESS :
Place the textile on the lower plate of the transfer press.   
Pre-Press the t-shirt for a few seconds.   
Place theT-shirt on a heat press machine.Lay the mirrored 
art work or image face down over your chosen T-shirt.
Put the isolation paper on the image.Press for 15s~30s.    
After transferring, tear off the paper quickly on the platen.   
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Address
C211 ,Building 100,No.2891, Qilianshan 
Nan Rd Pu Tuo District,Shanghai China

Contact
Mobile: +86-18001836806
Hotline: 021-64950449
E-mail: info@visionsub.com

Shanghai Vision Digital Printing Co.,Ltd

Sub-light no cut inkjet transfer paper 

 +86-18001836806

Notice :
1. After finished the printing, please transfer the image without any delay.
2. This paper is suitable for the transfer of logo, cartoon pictures, text and 
other simple colors with over 60% chroma. 
3. You must use six colors inkjet printer.
4. Be sure to adjust the heat press machine to medium or heavy pressure before transferring.
5. Due to the special paper, there may be some light color could not be 
transferred or incomplete phenomenon. Each customer's demand is different, 
please order after testing.
6. Peel: Hot peel (After transferring, tear off the paper quickly on the platen, 
when the heating time is reached.)
7. Effect: Finished transferring, cover the fabric with oil paper or copy paper 
and press it for another 12-15 seconds to get better result. 

!


